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Physics chapter 1 review answers

Vince Gironda's 8×8 training system was originally called honest training because it's just one of the hardest and challenging workouts there is. Like 10×10, it stimulates severe muscle hypertrophy along with fat loss. Although very unorthodox, the 50 year old system continues to be used until this day to make it effective. Origin Vince
Gironda 8×8 Exercises From my understanding, the 8 x 8 system was originally used along with vince gironda's 10 x 10 system in preparation for the NABBA Mr Universe competition. Combined with an anabolic steak and egg diet, Vince was able to get into peak condition after training in an 8 x 8 system for 6 months. The programme
was originally published in Vince's Definition and later editions included several different programmes. Vince believed that to maximize the effect of exercise on the physique, one should : Train exercises for several months, up to 9 months to get all of thisTimely, you need to use only one workout to train specific body parts at a time For
this reason, Vince's original 8 x 8 routine will get you training only one workout on the bodywork only. Vince would usually client working routine as upper body and lower body split on separate days, as follows: After, Wed, Pi: Upper Body Split, Each Exercise Performed for 8 Kits 8 RepsTue, Thur: Lower Body Split, Every Exercise
Performed for 8 Set of 8 Reps To Select Weight, You Want to Use Weight That You Could Handle for 12-15 Reps , representing 70% of your 1RM load. Therefore, if you have 1 RM for bench press (as an example) is £300, then 70% would be £210. Vince's 8×8 Workout Selection Workout Selection is very important in an 8 x 8 routine. It
is important to understand your needs as a bodybuilder. Your needs will indicate whether you need more mass as a beginner, or work in a certain weak spot if you are a intermediate or advanced bodybuilder, to get a certain look, and therefore your priority might be to work on shape and definition.  Understand that the proposed exercises
are just that suggestion. There are beginner exercises that shouldn't be a problem for most, and advanced exercises that require an excellent level of mobility and range of motion to perform as recommended by Vince. I repeat, these are advanced exercises! Beginner exercises recommended for each body-chest part: Barbell Bench
PressBack: Lat PulldownDelts: Seated DB PressBiceps: Standing Barbell CurlTriceps: Rope PressdownCalves: Standing Calf RaseQuads: Foot PressHam Processing: Reclining Foot CurlAbs: Crunch Advanced Exercises Recommended by Vince Gironda for Each Body-Part Chest: Wide Grip Parallel DipsBack: Seated Cord RowDelts:
Seated Dumbbell Side RaiseBiceps: Preacher Triceps Rope Pull in Race Car Drive PositionForearms: Seated Barbell Wrist CurlCalves: Donkey Calf RaiseQuads: Hack SquatsHamstrings: Foot Machine CurlAbs: Crunch Many people may think that it looks boring, but it is very important to emphasize the effect of such a system. Since you
perform such a high volume with only one particular movement, the result is EXTRAORDINARY HYPERTROPHY! I can't stress it enough! This program like 10 x 10 will add muscle FAST! Mohamed Makkawy's 8 x 8 routine If you still aren't convinced then get this.... Mr. Unvierse champion Mohamed Makkawy, who was one of vince
Gironda prize students also used an 8 x 8 routine! In Vince Gironda's wild physique, Vince describes Mohamed Makkawy training ahead of Mr Olympia, where Vince prescribed a very advanced 8 x 8 routine that he devised for Makkawy. Here's what Vince had to say about Training Mohamed Makkawy: Mohamed usually visits me twice a
year on a refresher course in the spring and again, four weeks before Mr. Olympia's competition, in the fall. The last time I saw him, his precontest routine included three 2 1/2-hour workouts on the first day, with one hour off between workouts. The exercise consisted of an attack on three different parts of the body with three exercises per
part (a total of 24 set of muscle area-8 workout set). He repeated the same routine exactly twice as much. From the moment he came to California, I started him on a dozen eggs a day and 20 liver tablets every three hours. The second day of Muhammad's training was the day of his hand. When I work on his triceps, we do a great job on
his outer triceps head. This muscle adds something very special to my shoulder, and I always try to maximize its development in my pupils. The exercise we use for this is kneeling ropepulley extension, the best triceps builder of all. This is done on the cradle of the bench, a very small skin-covered platform, 16 inches (40 cm) high with a
indented middle to support the elbows. After we worked three different aspects of Mohamed's biceps-down, in the middle and top-soon it became clear that getting size was no problem. His hands were huge. It was at this time that I designed a specific workout for the abdomen of his biceps. This is called a shortrange curl cable. He found
that this new exercise is perfect for his needs. On that other training day, I noticed that Mohamed's calves were a little down in size, and I came to the conclusion that he was overhauling them in Canada. Therefore, I gave him only 8 set of 20 repetitions on a susceptible hack-slide machine. On the third day, we were working on his upper
limbs. I started Mohamed with 8 quick set of 8 reps on a hack-slide machine. I rushed him in 10 minutes. 8 set of 8 repetitions on the Roman squat chair followed. Finally, we hammer the thigh biceps with various Thigh-curl machine exercises and closed the work of the thighs with lay-back leg extensions. The bellies have been trained
with 8 sets of flat foot raises and 8 sets of half sit-ups (crushing). I let his reps at 8 in these exercises, too. Mohamed's pre-Olympia routine varied slightly depending on his energy levels, and of course whether he was training at my gym in California or Ken Wheeler in Toronto. Conclusion So if you are stuck in a rut and need to kick-start
hypertrophy again, give 8 x 8 chance and you will be surprised by thte gains. Like what Arnold Schwarzenegger said.... It's old, but not obsolete! Best Vince Gironda's 8x8 workout routine is an advanced bodybuilding routine designed to shock your muscles into growth. It's the great volume, old school bodybuilding programs that have
become things of legend. The related 6x6 workout routine is the middle version of the same program. I'll share tables for several different variations of Vince Gironda's workout routine, along with links where you can do some more reading. Overview of Vince Gironda's 8x8 and 6x6 workout routines some of the most popular routines
popularized by Vince Gironda are his 8x8 and 6x6 routines. They also generate a lot of confusion as to exactly behind them. Most likely, Vince Gironda recommended different routines for different individuals based on their individual needs. It reminds me a bit of how some of Boris Sheiko's powerlifting programs, routines designed
specifically for individual powerlifters, circulated over the internet and created some confusion around his programming methods. So who's right about Vince Gironda's routines? I think the most legitimate seeming interpretations of these routines can be found through Iron Guru, a site dedicated to the teachings of Vince Gironda, and a
critical bench that published an article from Alan Palmieri that knew Vince. Both agree that Vince generally did not intend for each exercise to use the 8x8 rep system, but instead desired for each muscle group to perform 8 sets. This was often achieved by performing two exercises with a 4x8 system. 4 sets of exercises 1 + 4 sets of
exercises 2 = 8 sets, all hitting the same muscle group. Alternatively, one movement could be performed for an 8x8, but no other exercises aimed at this muscle group would be performed. Only very advanced bodybuilders should try more than 8 set for a muscle group in one session. Iron Guru also states that Vince did not recommend
that everyone adhere to the 8x8 system. Iron Guru recommends beginners and intermediates using a 6x6 rep system to start, and that would provide enough volume to grow. General tips for Vince Gironda's 8x8 and 6x6 Vince routines provided plenty of specific advice for following his routines. Again, I recommend checking out iron and
critical bench for thorough descriptions of how he wants you to perform movements (especially critical article bench), but the most important general advice can be captured in several points: The rest should be minimal between the files. About 15 seconds. Due to the minimum rest, you will most likely need to significantly reduce the
weight. The routine should be carried out for as long as it is considered effective. Tables: Vince Gironda's exercise routine in the spirit of Vince's programs is interpreted in many different ways, I've provided several different tables of variations. Classic Advanced 6 Day 8x8 Workout Routine Table This is based on my interpretation of
articles from Critical Bench and Iron Guru. 8 set of muscle group is performed, divided between two different movements of exercise, which are performed as a superset (marked SS). For example, on Monday the bench press on the neck is done for one set of 8 repetitions, then one set of V bar dips is immediately done for 8 repetitions,
then rest. This represents 2 of 8 sets, or 4 sets of motion exercises. Vince Gironda 8x8 Workout Example Exercise MovementSetsReps Bench Press to Neck (SS1)48 V Bar Dips48 Chin Ups To Sternum (SS2)48 Wide Grip Pulldowns (SS2)48 Lateral Raises (SS3)48 Dumbbell Swings (SS3)48 Above is an example of 8x8 chest, back and
shoulder exercises. Again, the two exercises to be performed as a superset have a corresponding SS – i.e. both SS1 exercises are one superset and both SS2 exercises are the next superset to be done after 4 sets of bench press neck and 4 sets of V bar dips have been completed. (6 days - Advanced) Vince Gironda 8x8 Split Workout
Routine Table | LiftVault.com Classic Intermediate 6 Day 6x6 Workout Routine Table This is the same methodology as an 8x8 routine, but using a 6x6 rep system. This is the recommended starting point for individuals who are not accustomed to this style of training. Here is an example of a 6x6 chest, Back, and Shoulder Exercises:
Exercise MovementSetsReps Bench Press to Neck (SS1)38 V Bar Dips38 Chin Ups To Sternum (SS2)38 Wide Grip Pulldowns (SS2)38 Lateral Raises (SS3)38 Dumbbell Swings (SS3)38 (6 Days - Intermediate) Vince Gironda 6x6 Split Workout Routine Tables | LiftVault.com Intense Advanced 4 Day 8x8 Workout Routine Table This is
after the workout breakdown and workout selection set out in Old School Trainer. This differs significantly from other methods by programming 8x8 for each movement. If you ask me, they're nice bananas. To make things a little less insane, I used a bold/unbolded/bold/unbolded style to exercise moves to determine which exercises
belong to the same muscle group. For example, on day 1 drop low cable crossover, bench press on neck, slope dumbbells press, and wide grip V bar dips are all show that they all work on the chest. Then move the curls, preacher curls, and the inclination dumbbell curls are unbolded to show that they belong to another muscle group:
biceps. Finally, zottman curl and barbell wrist curl are bold, so indiciate are both forearm exercises. This is done so that if you want, you can choose 1-2 exercises per group to perform on the session instead of everything. (4 Day - Advanced) Vince Gironda 8x8 Workout Routine Table | LiftVault.com Video: Vince Gironda's 8x8 Upper
Body Workout Jailhouse Strong Here's a pretty interesting video of Josh Bryant on his experience with Gironda's 8x8 workouts. Vince Gironda, 8 x8 Condensed Version 5 Blaine Sumner Program SpreadsheetsIt is a free program table collection offered on Blaine Sumner's site. Includes: linear progression program high frequency program
off-season program equipped with lifting program bench-only program All of the above programs are 12 weeks in length and are programmed off the percentage of ... Simeon Panda Exercise Program SpreadsheetSimeon Panda's 5 day workout routine is a large volume bodybuilding program built around a relatively small number of
workouts for training. Instead of a significant variety within exercise movements, Simeon Panda performs every movement for high volume. Simeon Panda Exercises Split Simeon Panda's... Kai Greene Workout Routine SpreadsheetKai Greene Workout Routine is a 5 day intermediate to an advanced level bodybuilding program. It is a
body part split that targets a different muscle group each day: chest &amp; calves, shoulders &amp; forearms, back, legs, and arms. Table: Kai Green Workout Routine Overview: Kai... The best 4 day Workout Split Program Tables (Routine Collection) 4 Day Workout Split Program is an exercise regimen that focuses on different muscle
groups on different workout days. Parts of the body are divided into different training days, allowing the recovery of these muscle groups, while others are worked in further training. Still, ... The Half Marathon Training Program TableRunning Half Marathon is far from impossible for most healthy individuals, but requires careful training.
Fortunately, Hal Higdon has done a great job establishing programs suitable for beginners, intermediate and advanced runners. For a full explanation of the programs, please read ... Thinner Slimmer Training Program TableThinner Leaner Stronger is a training program aimed at developing aesthetics for women. In other words: lose
weight, build muscle, look better naked, etc.  It was written by Michael Matthews, a coach who has written extensively about nutrition and aesthetics for both men and women.... Women....
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